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Can Distributed Orthographic Knowledge Support Word-Specific 
Long-Term Priming? Apparently So

Jeffrey S. Bowers, Markus F. Damian, and Jelena Havelka

Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Bristol, Bristol, England

A property of distributed representations is that related information is coded as overlapping patterns of activa-
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tion over the same set of units and learning associated with one item extends to related items. Accord
null (or near null) long-term priming observed between form-related words seems to pose a challenge to
tionist theories of reading that include distributed codes. In the present report, priming was assessed in
ioral study and a computer simulation using Seidenberg and McClelland’s (1989) distributed model of wo
tification. Contrary to our expectation, both the behavioral and simulation studies obtained robust repet
little form priming. Furthermore, analysis of the model’s performance revealed that the lack of form primi
the product of collapsing facilitatory effects between rhymes (mint–hint) and inhibitory effects betwee
rhymes (pint–hint). A second behavioral experiment confirmed this prediction. A number of additional lon
priming results were also successfully modeled.© 2001 Elsevier Science
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graphic knowledge. According to early mode
by Morton (1979), Forster (1976), and McCle
land and Rumelhart (1981) and more rec
models by Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, and Hall
(1993), Grainger and Jacobs (1996), Nor
(1994) and others, words are represented in a
calist fashion. That is, words are coded se
rately from one another with a discrete lexic
orthographic representation for each word 
root morpheme) in a person’s vocabulary. 
contrast, according to most connectionist mo
els, words are represented as a distributed 
tern of activation over a collection of units, wi
the same set of units contributing to the rep
sentations of many words (McClelland 
Rumelhart, 1985; Seidenberg & McClellan
1989; for exception see Grossberg & Sto
1986; for general discussion of localist conn
tionism see Grainger & Jacobs, 1998). On t
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codes corresponding to specific words.
At present, models with localist or distribut

orthographic (and phonological) representati
can account for dozens of word and nonw
naming results in both skilled readers and p
sons with various forms of acquired dysle
(e.g., Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patt
son, 1996). Although localist models might a
pear better suited to accommodate various l
cal decision results, some recent distribu
models show promise in accommodating th
findings as well (e.g., Plaut, 1997). Thus, th
are no strong grounds for favoring one appro
over another when considering these resu
Unlike most localist accounts, connection
theories incorporate learning mechanisms 
thus have the potential to explain how orth
graphic and other forms of knowledge are 
quired in the first place. By exploiting the
learning principles, connectionist models c
accommodate various findings concerning 
development of reading skills in both norm
and dyslexic children (e.g., Harm & Seidenbe
1999). These latter issues fall outside the 
main of most theories with localist represen
tions (but see Davis, 1999).

In the present investigation we explore a p
nomenon that has attracted relatively little att
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tion from either camp; namely long-term prim
ing for words (but see Becker, Moscovitc
Behrmann, & Joordens, 1997; McClelland 
Rumelhart, 1985; Morton, 1979; Stark & M
Clelland, 2000). Long-term priming refers to
facilitation in the processing of a stimulus a
consequence of encoding the same or a re
stimulus in an earlier episode. For examp
priming in the lexical decision task is observ
when participants are faster and more accu
in categorizing letter strings as words (as 
posed to nonwords, such as blap) when they
were studied earlier. This priming is called lon
term because it lasts minutes, hours, and so
times longer, distinguishing it from various so
of short-term priming, such as masked or 
mantic priming that typically last only a fe
seconds (for a connectionist accounts of sh
term priming, see Masson, 1995; Plaut & Boo
2000; but see Becker et al., 1997, for evide
that semantic priming can persist beyond a 
seconds under some conditions). Although 
sometimes argued that long-term priming is m
diated by episodic memory representations 
are separate from lexical-orthographic repres
tations (e.g., Forster & Davis, 1984), there
now strong evidence that priming for writt
words is largely a by-product of learning with
the orthographic and phonological syste
(e.g., Bowers, 1999, 2000a; Bowers & Michi
1998). On this later view, long-term primin
should provide constraints to theories of w
recognition—particularly those concerned w
issue of learning.

Accordingly, we attempted to simulate lon
term priming using a connectionist model 
word identification that learns distributed wo
representations via the back-propagation le
ing algorithm—representational and learn
assumptions shared by most connectionist m
els of reading (e.g., Seidenberg & McClellan
1989; Plaut et al., 1996; Harm & Seidenbe
1999). Long-term priming has not previous
been simulated in these models, and it is no
all obvious that they will succeed. Learni
with back-propagation is subject to a phenom
non called “catastrophic interference” in whi
new information erases old information (Gro

berg, 1987; McClosky & Cohen, 1989; Ratcliff
IC PRIMING 25
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1990). In order to avoid this interference so th
large vocabularies can be acquired, it has b
necessary to reduce the learning rates and to
troduce an interleaved study regimen in whi
all the words in the vocabulary are acquired
parallel. This solution works well for many pu
poses, but it raises the question of whether t
slow learning can support long-term primin
that occurs following a single-study trial. Ra
cliff and McKoon (1997) argued that the Se
denberg and McClelland (1989) model was 
capable of supporting long-term primin
because of its slow learning rates. Indeed, c
nectionist models of memory that have asses
long-term priming tend to use different learnin
rates during the training of the network and t
critical priming trials (e.g., Becker et al., 1997
McClelland & Rumelhart, 1985). Even if th
learning rates used for training are found to 
sufficient to support priming for a number o
learning trials, the interference effects due 
learning unrelated words processed betwe
study and test may be incompatible with t
longevity of priming. Interestingly, all past con
nectionist models that have assessed long-t
priming include small vocabularies, such as 
words in the recent Stark and McClellan
(2000) study.

In addition to these potential problems,
number of related long-term priming results a
pear to pose a challenge for these models.
example, little or no priming is obtained betwee
form-related words, such ascard/car (e.g.,
Napps & Fowler, 1987; Ratcliff & McKoon,
1997; Rueckl & Mathew, 1999). This result ap
pears problematic for models with distribute
representations because the orthographic re
sentations of form-related words (e.g.,card and
car) overlap. Thus, any learning that occurs f
card should impactcar as well ascard. Indeed,
these models depend on learning between fo
related items in order to account for a number
key results in the reading literature, including th
interaction between frequency and consisten
in naming latencies (Seidenberg & McClellan
1989). Thus, it might be expected that any rep
tition priming observed in these models wou
be associated with form priming effects. Form

,specific priming results seem more consistent
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with theories that include separate localist rep
sentations (e.g., Morton, 1979).

Our main goal was to determine whether t
pattern of robust repetition and near null fo
priming is consistent with the general principl
of distributed word representations and learn
via back-propagation. To this end, we asses
priming using the Seidenberg and McClella
(1989) model that was trained with the same
of words and learning parameters originally e
ployed; henceforth, the S&M(89) model. Th
key feature of this model for our purposes is t
information is coded in a distributed fashion 
all levels, from the orthographic input units 
the phonological output codes, and it learns
back-propagation. Note that we are not trying
evaluate the adequacy of the S&M(89) mode
a model of reading or priming. A number of im
portant limitations have been identified, inclu
ing its poor performance in reading nonwor
and its inability to simulate various acquire
reading disorders (Besner, Twilley, McCann,
Seergobin 1990; Coltheart et al., 1993). Inste
we are asking the more general question
whether the back-propagation and distribu
coding schemes used in a variety of models 
compatible with word-specific priming effec
documented in the literature. For this purpo
the S&M(89) model actually provides a strong
test than the next generation connection
model introduced by Plaut et al. (1996) a
Harm and Seidenberg (1999), which includ
sublexical localist coding schemes in the orth
graphic input and phonological output layers.

In order to directly compare the simulate
priming results to empirical data, we first ca
ried out a behavioral study of repetition a
form priming (Experiment 1), which allowed u
to present the same set of words to the mo
As we demonstrate, the model does an excel
job in simulating the behavioral results. Seco
in analyzing the performance of the model,
discovered that the model makes a novel pre
tion regarding form priming; namely facilitator
form-priming should be obtained betwee
words that rhyme (mint–hint) and inhibitory
form-priming should be obtained between no
rhymes (pint–hint). We tested this prediction 

a behavioral experiment (Experiment 2), whic
, AND HAVELKA
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verified the prediction. Finally, the model wa
tested on a number of additional variables,
cluding its ability to accommodate the strong i
teraction between priming and frequency, w
reduced priming for high-frequency words (e.g
Bowers, 2000b), and the longevity of primin
with priming lasting days or months under som
conditions (e.g., Sloman, Hayman, Ohta, La
& Tulving, 1988). Again, the model performe
well. Based on these results, we conclude t
connectionist models that learn distributed re
resentations via back-propagation can acco
modate various aspects of long-term primin
More generally, we conclude that the large lite
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EXPERIMENT 1

A variety of studies have shown little or n
long-term priming between form-related word
For example, Ratcliff and McKoon (1997) a
sessed form priming in four perceptual ident
cation experiments and, averaging across ex
iments, obtained a robust repetition effect (1
improvement above baseline) and no form pr
ing (1% improvement). Similarly, averagin
across two experiments, Rueckl and colleag
(Rueckl et al., 1997, Experiment 2; Rueckl 
Mathew, 1999; Experiment 4) obtained rob
repetition effects (17% improvement) and 
form priming (2% improvement) in the ste
and fragment completion task (for similar r
sults, see Hanson & Wilkenfeld, 1985; Murrel
Morton, 1974). Indeed, Napps and Fow
(1987) obtained a robust repetition effect (4
ms reduction in RT latencies and 5% impro
ment in accuracy) and a trend for inhibito
form priming (11-ms increase in latency and 1
reduction accuracy) in the lexical decision ta
Significant (albeit small) form priming has be
obtained following multiple study trials (e.g
Rueckl, 1990), and averaging across all stud
there is a general trend for form priming follow
ing a single study trial. Thus, there may well 
a small effect.

Because none of the above studies restri
their stimuli to single-syllable words, we carrie
out a form priming study with a set of singl

hsyllable words included in the vocabulary of the
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original S&M(89) network. Because we wante
to focus on the orthographic contributions 
long-term priming, we included procedures 
the experiment intended to maximize the orth
graphic and minimize the phonological cont
butions to priming. In particular, we assess
priming using the lexical decision task and i
cluded pseudohomophones (e.g.,brane) as the
nonword foils. Under conditions in which all th
nonwords sound like real words, there is so
evidence that phonological codes contribute l
to the process of making lexical decisions (e
Andrews, 1982; Davelaar, Coltheart, Besner,
Jonasson, 1978; Stone & VanOrden, 1993; 
see Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; Pexman et 
1996). However, it is important to emphasi
that orthographic codes largely mediate vis
word priming even when pseudowords (e.
blap) are included as the nonword distract
(e.g., Bowers, 2000b; Bowers & Michita, 1998

Method

Participants. Forty-eight students from th
University of Bristol participated in return fo
course credit or payment.

Design and materials. Fifty-six single-sylla
ble word pairs that were orthographic neighbo
(e.g.,crab–crib) and that were included in th
original training set of the S&M(89) model wer
selected. One item from each pair was random
selected as the target (mean frequency5 14,
range5 0–320 occurrences per million accor
ing to the CELEX Lexical Database), the oth
as the prime (mean frequency5 24, range5
1–905; Baayen, Piepenbrock, & van Rij
1993). A further set of 56 single-syllabl
pseudohomophones served as the nonword f
(see Appendix A for list of items). At study, par
ticipants were presented with 14 visually pr
sented targets (repeated condition), 14 au
torily presented targets (cross-modal conditio
and 14 visually presented primes (form primin
condition), while 14 words were not present
(baseline condition). At test, all 56 targets we
presented visually. Four test forms were co
structed in order that all words were presented
all conditions.

Procedure. The experiment was conduc

under conditions of incidental encoding: Partic
IC PRIMING 27
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ipants were told that they were participating 
an experiment concerned with word perceptio
and they were not informed that items presen
at study were later repeated at test. During 
study phase, spoken and lowercase writ
words were presented every 3 s in a rand
order. To insure that participants were paying 
tention, they were required to press the left sh
key on the keyboard for words with a negati
connotation and the right shift key for word
with a positive connotation. These respons
were not recorded. Immediately following th
study phase, participants performed the lexi
decision task. The experiment included a set
20 practice items (10 words and 10 pseudo
mophones) that were different from the critic
56 test words and the 56 pseudohomopho
that followed. On each trial, a fixation point (1)
was displayed for 500 ms followed by the targ
displayed in lowercase letters for 500 ms. P
ticipants were instructed to press the right sh
key of the computer keyboard as quickly as p
sible if the item was a word and the left shift k
for a pseudoword. Participants were inform
that all the nonwords sounded like words. Item
were presented in a different random order
each participant and were presented on a Mu
sync monitor controlled by a Pentium PC usi
the DMASTR display software developed b
Kenneth Forster and Jonathan Forster at 
University of Arizona. Standard IBM text fon
was used, and participants viewed the scre
from approximately 50 cm.

Results and Discussion

The response latencies and error rates in
various conditions are presented in Table 1. F
the response times, repetition priming (21 m
was significant,t1(47)5 2.07,p , .05;t2(55)5
2.97, p , .01, whereas no significant effect
were obtained in the cross-modal (6 ms) n
form (1 ms) priming conditions, botht1(47) ,
1; t2(55) , 1. For errors, repetition priming
(5.5%) was highly significant,t1(47) 5 2.75,
p , .01; t2(55) 5 3.34, p , .01, whereas the
cross-modal (2.5%) and form (1.3%) primin
were not, botht1(47), 1.14,p . .25 andt2(55)
, 1.38,p . .15 . Thus, consistent with past re

-search, repetition priming was obtained in the
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Note. Priming scores are in parentheses.
context of little or no form priming. This word-
specific priming can be attributed, in part, to o
thographic representations, given that the cro
modal priming was not significant. However, th
inclusion of the pseudohomophones as d
tracter foils was only partially successful in re
stricting priming to the orthographic syste
given that cross-modal priming approached o
third the size of repetition priming.

Simulating repetition and form priming. As
noted above, we used the S&M(89) model to 
sess form and repetition priming. The model 
cludes an orthographic layer composed of 4
units, with each unit coding for 1000 differe
letter triplets such that the activation of a sing
orthographic unit is highly ambiguous. How
ever, each letter triplet in a word (i.e., WOR 
ORD in WORD) activates approximately 2
input units such that the pattern of activati
across all activated units for a given wo
uniquely identifies the word. The orthograph
codes connect with a set of 200 hidden un
which feedback onto the orthographic units 
well as connect with a set of 460 phonologic
output units. Similar to the orthographic laye
each phonological unit in the model represe
many different combinations of phonem
triplets, and each phoneme in a word activa
many different units, with the pattern of activ
tion across the units uniquely specifying t
phonology of the word. Orthographic proces
ing in the model consists in transforming 
input into a pattern of activation over the hidd

units, which in turn feed back onto the ortho
, AND HAVELKA
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graphic codes, and naming consists in tra
forming patterns of activation in the orth
graphic layer into patterns of activation in t
hidden layer, followed by activation in th
phonological layer. See S&M(89) for more d
tails of the model.

In order to assess priming in the S&M(8
model in an analogous fashion to the behavi
study, we carried out 48 separate simulatio
with each simulation corresponding to a sin
participant. In the study phase of each simulat
the model was presented with the 14 words ta
from the repeated and form-related conditio
Following each study trial, the connectio
weights were modified to the same degree as
learning trials on which it was originally traine
As in the behavioral study, words were rota
through the repeated and form-related conditio
but words that had been assigned to the aud
study condition in the behavioral study were 
presented to the model (as the model was no
signed to encode spoken words). Then at tes
56 words were presented, and the orthogra
error score associated with each word was c
puted. That is, the sum of the squared differen
between the target activation value for each
thographic unit and its actual activation was co
puted. The error score reflect the extent to wh
feedback from the hidden unit was successfu
reconstructing the input pattern. Again, s
S&M(89) for details. Four study lists were co
structed in order to achieve full counterbalanci
and items were presented in a different rand
order in each simulation. Priming was compu
by comparing the orthographic error scores 
words in the repeated and form-related con
tions compared to the baseline condition, ave
ing across all simulations. Thus, unlike the b
havioral study, nonwords were not presented
the model in the test phase.

In order to easily relate the error score res
to the reaction time measures reported in the
havioral study, we transformed the error sco
to RTs, using the formula described 
S&M(89, p. 532). The authors estimated emp
ical latencies to be approximately 10 times 
error score plus a constant of 500–600 ms 
used 550 ms). These estimates were not der

es
n
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TABLE 1

Response Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Percenta
of Error Rates in the Lexical Decision Task as a Functi
of the Priming Conditions in Experiment 1 and th
Associated Estimated Latencies for the S&M(89) Model

Experiment Simulation

Prime
conditions RTs Errors Estimated RT

Repeat 631 (21) 7.1 (5.5) 626 (24)
Cross-modal 646 (6) 10.1 (2.5) —
Form-prime 651 (1) 11.3 (1.3) 649 (1)
Baseline 652 12.6 650
-to fit long-term priming data, but were based on
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the nonrhyme items appear to play only a small

2 The effect of rhyme status on orthographic error scores
might appear to be a counterintuitive finding, but it makes
sense when one realizes that orthographic representations
within the model were reorganized during the process of
learning the orthographic–phonological correspondences.
That is, during the learning of these correspondences, the
WORD-SPEC

various naming and lexical decision studies 
authors reported. Nevertheless, Table 1 sh
the RT estimates for repetition priming we
similar to the behavior results. This outco
suggests that the learning rates employed in
S&M(89) model are appropriate not only 
support the learning of distributed represen
tions but also to support long-term priming f
lowing a single study episode.1

The pattern of priming in the S&M(89) simu
lation mirrored the pattern of priming in our pa
ticipants, with the estimated priming scores
the model showing dramatically reduced form
ms) compared to repetition (24 ms) priming (s
Table 1). Consistent with this analysis, a serie
planned contrasts revealed highly significant r
etition priming,t1(47)5 14.84,p , .001,t2(55)
5 11.74,p , .001, and a form priming effec
that only approached significance,t1(47)5 1.56,
p 5 .126,t2(55)5 2.14,p 5 .037. The reason
1-ms priming effect approached significance
that the S&M(89) model is deterministic and t
only variability across simulations was due to t
fact that words were presented in different ra
dom orders in each counterbalanced file. In
case, the S&M(89) model with its distribute
representations can account for the null (or cl
to null) form priming effects coupled with robu
repetition priming.

Although the model can accommodate t
pattern of repetition and form priming, the qu
tion remains as to why it performs the way
does. Part of the answer was in fact sugge
by S&M(89), who assessed short-termpriming
on a single target word (tint) that was immedi

ately preceded by a form-related word tha

1 One limitation of the S&M(89) model is that the only
measure of orthographic processing is the orthographic er
score. Accordingly, it is not possible to make independent e
timates of RT latencies and error rates. Given that the red
tion in the orthographic error scores was used to make e
mates in improved processing in the RT measures and giv
that the behavioral studies obtained priming in the respon
latencies and error scores, it is reasonable to conclude that
overall magnitude of priming in the model was reduced com
pared to the behavioral results. But given that we did n
change any of the parameters of the model, this is not surp
ing. The important point is that the pattern of priming in th
model and in humans matched, and this is not compromis
by a failure to separately measure error scores.
IC PRIMING 29
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rhymed (mint) or that did not (pint). Measurin
the outputs from the phonological units, th
observed small positive priming between t
rhyming pair and a small negative priming b
tween the nonrhyming pair. A combination 
facilitation and inhibition may help explain th
small form priming effects we obtained, give
that rhyme and nonrhyme pairs were included
our experiment.

In order to check for this possibility, we com
pared form priming for the rhyme and non
rhyme pairs, but in this case considered the o
puts of the orthographic units. Forty-three
our items rhymed, and they showed an es
mated orthographic facilitation of 2.6 ms. Thi
teen of our pairs did not rhyme and they show
similar sized inhibitory effect of 2.3 ms, bot
highly significant. Clearly, our long-term ortho
graphic priming effects mirrored the short-ter
phonological priming effects reported by S&M
(89).2

Still, it is important to emphasize that the f
cilitation was only an estimated 2.6 ms for t
rhyme items compared to the repetition effec
25 ms for the same items (the non-rhymi
items showed a repetition effect of 22 m
Thus, these inhibitory form priming effects fo
t

ror
s-

uc-
sti-
en
se
 the
-

ot
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e
ed

back-propagation algorithm changed connection weights
between both the phonological output units and the hidden
units (which reside outside the orthographic system in this
model) and between the orthographic input units and the
hidden units (which constitute the orthographic system
within the model). Thus, in this model, orthographic knowl-
edge was not only organized in a bottom-up fashion accord-
ing to the statistical regularities of the visual inputs, but was
also organized in a top-down fashion from a phonological
“teacher.” It was the influence from the phonological teacher
that caused rhyme status to affect orthographic error scores.

Note, there are good reasons to argue that orthographic
knowledge is affected by a phonological teacher in skilled
readers as well. For instance, there is now strong evidence
that orthographic knowledge is coded in an abstract format,
with visually dissimilar exemplars of letters and words map-
ping onto abstract letter and word codes (e.g., a/A and
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role in explaining the small overall form prim
ing effects. Apparently, the hidden units e
ployed in the model learn to encode differe
words relatively independently of one anoth
consistent with the general analysis of Han
e
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and Burr (1990) concerning the role of hidd
units in connectionist networks.

EXPERIMENT 2

Despite the small facilitatory and inhibito
priming effects obtained for the rhyme and no
rhyme items, the simulation raises the intere
ing possibility that a similar effect would be o
served in a behavioral study. As an initial tes
this prediction, we checked whether this patt
was obtained in the behavioral data of Exp
ment 1. The differences were striking, with
54-ms inhibitory pattern for the 15 items th
did not rhyme and an 17-ms advantage for 
41 items that did. We do not want to make 
much of these findings given that the analy
was post hoc, so we carried out a more sy
matic test of this prediction. In Experiment 
we selected word triplets such that one item 
target, e.g.,hint) rhymed with a form-relate
prime word (mint) and did not rhyme with th

other form-related prime (pint). We asked
whether form-related priming in the lexical de

nted
me
ted.
 to
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ght
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read/READ map onto a abstract visual codes for aand read,
Bowers, 1996; for a review, see Bowers, 2000a). More st
ingly, abstract orthographic codes also develop between
visually unrelated Japanese scripts of Hiragana and K
(Bowers & Michita, 1998), and there is no way in whic
these latter mappings can be learned on the basis of the
ual structure of the Japanese writing systems. Based
these findings, the first author has argued that some so
top-down influence was required to learn these arbitr
mappings and concluded that phonology (and perhaps
mantics) acts as a teacher (albeit in a different way than
teacher in the S&M(89) model). Other findings that the 
thographic system maps together morphologically rela
words (e.g., Rapp, 1992), or represents words in terms
onsets and rhymes (e.g., Treiman, Mullennix, Bijelja
Babic, & Richmond-Welty, 1995) may also reflect top-dow
influences from semantics and phonology on structuring
thographic knowledge. Consistent with this conclusion, v
ious evidence suggests that there are bidirectional con
tions between orthography and phonology such that ac
phonological codes lead to the automatic activation of ort
graphic codes and vice versa (e.g., Stone, Vanhoy, & V
Orden, 1997; but see Peereman, Content, & Bonin, 1998
, AND HAVELKA
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cision task was modulated by the rhyme sta
of the prime–target pairs.

Method

Participants. Fifty-two students from th
University of Bristol participated in return fo
course credit or pay.

Design and materials. Twenty-eight triplets
of form-related words were selected such t
they all differed in the first letter position. Tw
items from each triplet rhymed, whereas 
third item did not. One of the rhyming items w
randomly selected as the target, such that
target could be primed with itself (repetitio
condition), with a form-related rhyme (rhym
condition), or a form-related nonrhyme (no
rhyme condition). The mean frequency of t
target, rhyme, and nonrhyme items were 10,
and 15 occurrences per million (Baayen et 
1993), with ranges of 0–53, 0–70, and 1–56,
spectively. See Appendix B for the list of word
A further set of 28 single-syllable pronounc
able nonword foils was selected. The inclus
of pseudowords as opposed to pseudoho
phones makes the present study more simila
past form priming experiments. During th
study phase, seven prime words were prese
in each of the repetition, rhyme and nonrhy
conditions. At test, all 28 targets were presen
Four test forms were constructed in order
achieve complete counterbalancing.

Procedure. The experiment was conduc
under conditions of incidental encoding. Duri
the study phase, lowercase written words w
presented every 2 s in a random order. In o
to insure that participants were paying attenti
they were required to say each item aloud. 
mediately following the study phase, parti
pants were given instructions to perform the l
ical decision task. On each trial, a fixation po
(1) was displayed for 500 ms followed by t
target displayed in lowercase letters for 500 
Participants were instructed to press the ri
shift key of the computer keyboard as quickly
possible if the item was a word and the left s
key for a pseudoword. Items were presented 
different random order to each participant a
were displayed on a Multisync monitor co
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trolled by a Pentium PC using DMASTR.
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Results and Discussion

The response latencies and error rates in
various conditions are presented in Table
Planned comparisons carried out on the RT
tencies confirmed that repetition (49-ms) a
rhyme (31-ms) priming were significant, wi
both t1(48) . 2.57 and t2(24) . 2.24,p , .05,
whereas nonrhyme (22 ms) priming did not a
proach significance, with t1 and t2 , 1. The
analysis on the error scores showed that the 
itive repetition priming (4.6%) approached s
nificance,t1(48) 5 2.86,p , .05; t2(24) 5 1.79,
p 5 .09, as did the inhibitory nonrhyme primin
(23.5%),t1(48) 5 1.79,p 5 .08; t2(24) 5 1.65,
p 5 .11. An inhibitory rhyme effect (20.3%)
did not approach significance, with t1 and t2 ,
1. As the model predicted, form priming was 
cilitatory for items that rhymed and inhibitor
for items that did not. If the rhyme and no
rhyme items were collapsed (as is common
many past priming experiments, including o
Experiment 1), the typical null form priming e
fect would have been obtained, with a 15-ms
cilitatory RT priming effect countered by 
1.8% inhibitory priming effect in errors.

What is surprising, however, is that the fac
tatory and inhibitory priming effects for th
rhyme and nonrhyme items was much large
the behavioral compared to the simulat
study. Whereas form priming for the rhyme a
nonrhyme items was approximately 10% in 
model, it was roughly 30% in the behavio
study (when considering both the RTs and e
rates). One possible explanation for this discr
ancy is that the form priming results in t

model were based solely on the orthograph

a g.,
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Note. Priming scores are in parentheses.
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relied on both orthographic and phonologi
representations when making lexical decisio
(the pseudohomophone distracter foils were 
used in this task). Accordingly, we calculat
priming effects for the rhyme and nonrhym
items based on the phonological error score
our simulation. These priming scores were e
smaller, with a 2.0 ms facilitatory and 20.1 m
inhibitory effect, respectively. If the priming e
fects calculated from the orthographic a
phonological error scores are combined, the 
ferences would be reduced, but even then p
ing in the model is more word-specific than t
priming obtained in our behavioral study. A
other possible explanation for the discrepanc
that the form priming effects we obtained in t
behavioral study are overestimates and that
size of these effects will be reduced in futu
studies. This can only be determined with ad
tional studies. Whatever the outcome of fut
studies, the simulation study predicted this 
expected pattern of priming. The results indic
that distributed word representations are not
compatible with word-specific priming data. 
anything, priming with these representatio
can be too word-specific, exactly opposite to 
initial intuitions.

Before discussing the more general impli
tions of the findings, we describe a number
additional simulations in order to determi
whether the general principles of distribut
representations and back-propagation are c
sistent with the interaction of frequency a
priming as well as the longevity of priming.

Simulating frequency effects in the S&M(8
model. As noted in the introduction, priming
smaller for high- than low-frequency words (e.
Bowers, 2000b; Forster & Davis, 1984). A
cordingly, we contrasted repetition priming fo
set of 48 high- (mean frequency approximat
300 occurrences per million) and low- (me
frequency 3 occurrences per million) frequen
words in the S&M(89) model (Baayen et a
1993). Twenty-four of the high- and low-fre
quency items were presented at study, and
items were presented at test, with the nonstu
items constituting the baseline condition 
order to determine priming. We carried out 

of
 

error scores, whereas our participants may h

TABLE 2

Response Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Percentages
Error Rates in the Lexical Decision Task as a Function

of the Priming Conditions in Experiment 2

Prime conditions RTs Errors

Repeat 615 (49) 3.6 (4.7)
Rhyme 634 (30) 8.5 (2.2)
Nonrhyme 666 (22) 11.6 (23.3)
Baseline 664 8.3
separate simulations, with each simulation cor-
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responding to a single participant; studied 
nonstudied items were rotated across sim
tions. The estimated response latencies 
priming scores of the model are presented
Table 3, along with the results averaged ac
three lexical decision studies from Bowe
(2000b) that included a set of 48 words w
similar frequencies. (Note: Because many of
words included in the behavioral experime
were two syllables in length, the simulati
study did not include the same set of words.)
timated response latencies were calculated 
as 10 times the orthographic error score plu
constant of 480 ms. The different constant u
in the two experiments is only for the purpose
matching the behavioral and simulation base
RTs and does not contribute to the size of 
priming estimates. As can be seen in the ta
priming in the model and in the behavioral stu
were again similar, demonstrating that the in
action between priming and frequency can re
ily be accommodated within the model desp
its rejection of lexical representations.

The durability of long-term repetition prim
ing in the S&M(89) model. One striking featu
of long-term priming is its persistence, w
priming lasting a few hours (Squire, Shim
mura, & Graf, 1987) or many months (Slom
et al., 1988), depending on the task, the sub
population, and other factors. This raises 
question of how persistent priming effects are
the S&M(89) model. To assess the durability
priming, we reran the first simulation expe
ment described above, except that the mo
was exposed to unrelated words following 

study phase, with the same connection weig

Note. Priming Scores are in parentheses.
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trials. The number of unrelated items presen
to the model was varied across experiments,
items were randomly sampled from the en
vocabulary set. The repetition priming sco
following 50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, a
8000 intervening trials were 26.7, 23.8, 18
13.7, 9.5, 7.2, and 3.5 ms, respectively. Th
results show that the priming effects are qu
persistent, with some priming surviving 80
learning trials (more than three times larger th
the vocabulary of the model).

It would be interesting to translate these 
sults into an estimate of the longevity of primi
in the model, but this is difficult for a number 
reasons. One problem is that the model and
typical participant in an experiment have ve
different-sized vocabularies, and thus it is n
clear what 8000 learning trials should cor
spond to in the participant. Should we estim
the typical time it takes before a person re
8000 words or the time it takes to read 33
30,000 words, a rough estimate of the numbe
words in a typical person’s vocabulary (Leve
1989)? Another problem is that it is not cle
whether words read by a person outside the 
oratory are perceptually encoded to the same
tent as words encoded at study list given tha
most words outside the lab are read in the c
text of a meaningful sentence (such that m
words can be inferred from minimal perceptu
encoding) and (b) eye fixations to a given wo
in a sentence are approximately 200–250 
much less than the time spent encoding word
a study list (see Bowers, 2000a, for a more 
tailed discussion). Indeed, Subramaniam, B

htderman, and Madigan (2000) recently reported a

-

rd
changes applied to these as to all other learningfailure to obtain any priming for pictures pre

TABLE 3

Response Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Error Rates (in %) in the Lexical Decision Task as a Function of Wo
Frequency, and the Associated Estimated Latencies for the S&M(89) Model.

High frequency Low frequency

Experiment Condition RTs Errors RTs Errors

Bowers (2000b) Repeat 518 (8) 2.8 (.5) 553 (33) 6.3 (6.4)
Baseline 526 3.2 586 12.7

Simulation Repeat 514 (6) — 565 (25) —
Baseline 520 — 590 —
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sented up to 31 times in an RSVP seque
when items were displayed for between 72 
126 ms per picture. At the same time, the p
tures could be identified at these duratio
Based on these findings, the authors argued
priming requires participants to attend to 
item for a period of time after the item has be
identified. They cited the findings of Tovee a
Rolls (1995), who found cells in the inferio
temporal that fire in response to specific stim
in the first 50 ms of stimulus presentation a
continue their activity for an additional 350 m
According to Subramaniam et al. (2000), the 
ditional activity may be required for memo
encoding, and this activity is disrupted by atte
tion to the next image during RSVP presentat
or, possibly, in the case of reading text, by 
next fixated word.

Based on these considerations, it might be
gued that the learning rate for the nonstud
items should have been reduced, as these i
are intended to correspond to the words enco
tered outside the experimental setting, mos
which would be read in text. Reducing the lea
ing for these items would increase the pers
ence of long-term priming in our simulation. 
any case, the present results show that 

S&M(89) model can accommodate relativel
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long-lasting priming effects.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Our key finding is that the S&M(89) mod
that learns distributed word representations
back-propagation supports long-term word-s
cific priming. These findings contradict Ratcl
and McKoon (1997), who claimed that the sl
learning associated with back-propagation p
cludes robust long-term repetition priming fo
lowing a single episode. The results also app
to contradict our original assumption that rep
tion and form priming should co-occur in a
model that included distributed coding schem
However, it turned out that the absence of fo
priming in the model was the product of colla
ing small facilitatory form priming effects fo
items that rhyme (e.g.,hint–mint) with small in-
hibitory form priming effects for items that d
not rhyme (e.g.,pint–mint). Accordingly, repeti

tion and form priming do occur in the model, a
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we originally assumed. The same pattern of
cilitatory and inhibitory form-priming was ob
tained in a behavioral study for rhyme and n
rhyme items, suggesting that past reports of 
form-priming in the literature may be a cons
quence of collapsing these effects, at least in
lexical decision task.

In addition, we demonstrated that the inter
tion between frequency and priming in beh
ioral studies can be explained as a natural 
product of learning with back-propagation a
that these simulated priming effects can per
for thousands of trials. The S&M(89) mod
performed well despite the fact that it was n
designed to accommodate long-term primi
we did not vary any of the parameters from 
original model, and the first author has a th
retical commitment to localist coding schem
in visual word recognition based on other fin
ings and considerations (Bowers & Michit
1998; Bowers, 2000a, Bowers, submitted). 
doubt there are many examples of models 
forming so well under similar conditions.

Although the S&M(89) model was remarkab
successful at simulating various long-term pri
ing phenomena, we are not attempting to sup
this particular model of word identification. A
noted above, the model is unable to accom
date a number of phenomena, including nonw
naming and acquired dyslexia. More recent v
sions of the model have been published to d
with many of these weaknesses (Harm & Seid
berg, 1999; Plaut et al., 1996; but see Bes
1998; Bowers, submitted; Page, 2000). Wha
critical for our purposes is that later versions
the S&M(89) model also represent word know
edge in a distributed fashion and learn via ba
propagation. Our goal was simply to show t
these general representational and learning p
ciples are consistent with long-term priming ph
nomena, something that was not at all clear 
fore the present simulations.

Given recent evidence that long-term prim
ing reflects a form of orthographic learning th
improves processing of repeated words (Bo
ers, 1999), it will be important to test wheth
other models of word identification that ado
different representational and learning assum

stions can also accommodate long-term priming.
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A number of models with localist codes ha
been designed to accommodate various sh
term priming effects (e.g., Forster & Davi
1984; Grainger & Ferrand, 1996), but they ha
largely ignored long-term priming and, for th
most part, do not include learning mechanis
that could support these effects. One recent
tempt to account for long-term priming in a lo
calist model of word identification was mad
by Ratcliff and McKoon (1997), who develope
their countermodel of word identification
around various long-term priming data. T
model did not include any learning mech
nisms, and as a consequence, it explained
priming as a function of bias that does not im
prove word processing, as did the Mort
(1979) model. Although learning mechanism
for low-frequency words were included in
more recent version (McKoon & Ratcliff, in
press) in order to account for evidence th
priming facilitates processing of repeated lo
frequency words (Bowers, 1999; Wagenmake
Zeelenberg, & Raaijmakers, 2000), the mo
does not include general learning algorith
that can support the acquisition of orthograp
knowledge. As a consequence, like most loc
ist models, it needs to be handwired and can
account for the fact that priming extends
nonwords (e.g., Bowers, 1996; Stark & M
Clelland, 2000). Both versions of the coun
model are also unlikely to accommodate t
present set of results given that it has no pho
logical representations that could modula
form priming for the rhyme and nonrhym
items. More generally, both versions of th
countermodel have not been tested on th
ability to accommodate a wide range of sing
word reading phenomena and thus cannot
considered competitors to existing models
visual word recognition. If localist models o
word identification are to remain serious co
petitors to distributed models, they must be d
signed on the basis of word recognition expe
ments and must incorporate learning algorith
that explain priming a by-product of learnin
There is no reason to assume this cannot
done. Indeed, recent modeling based on the
sights of Grossberg and colleagues (Grossb

1980; Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987) hav
, AND HAVELKA
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shown how localist models that learn can su
port a number of long-term priming result
(Davis, 1999).

Before concluding, it is worth considering 
more general implication that follows from ou
finding that a learning process produces facili
tory and inhibitory priming effects for the rhym
and nonrhyme words, respectively. In a numb
of recent reports, it has been claimed that chan
in sensitivity result in no costs. For examp
Keane, Verfaellie, Gabrieli, and Wong (2000
wrote: “According to a sensitivity account, b
contrast, only the benefit, and not the cost, sho
be observed: If priming improves the ability t
extract perceptual information from a stimulu
then identification of a word should be enhanc
by prior exposure to that word and should not
harmed by prior exposure to its orthograph
mate” (p. 318). It has also been proposed t
separate mechanisms underlie benefits and c
in priming (e.g., McKoon & Ratcliff, in press)
Although the latter claim may prove to be corre
the present findings highlight the fact that ben
fits and costs can be the product of a learn
process whose function is to improve word pr
cessing. A particularly compelling example 
costs associated with learning can be found i
related language domain. At a few months, b
bies are able to perceive and produce 
phonemes of all the languages of the world,
as they are exposed and learn the phonolog
their particular language, they become less se
tive to key phonetic distinctions in other lan
guages while becoming more adept in identifyi
the phonemes within their own language (Kuhl
al., 1992). For example, Japanese speakers 
great difficulty in perceiving and producing th
phonemes “l” and “r” in English. It seems un
likely that a separate bias mechanism under
this deficit, just as there are no bias mechanis
underlying the costs we observed in the pres
simulations. Learning systems that improve p
cessing do not rule out cost in performance,
though the benefits outweigh costs in the dom
in which they function.

Conclusion

The S&M(89) model which learns distribute

eword representations via back-propagation is



cloud clout gleem
clove glove gloab
crab crib graid
creak croak graip
cube cute grait
deft dent grean
dunk dusk greef
fault vault grone
flake flare hert
fleck flick hite
flute fluke hoal
frown drown hoap
gorge forge howse
grand grind koil
guess guest leese
g
al
rn-
p-
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able to accommodate the combination of robust
long-term repetition and null form-priming ef-
fects as well as the interaction between fre-
quency and priming reported in the literature.
Indeed, the model made a novel prediction re-

garding the conditions in which form primin
occurs, which was confirmed in a behavior
study. It appears that the slow interleaved lea
ing associated with back-propagation can su
port priming following a single study episode.

APPENDIX A

Words and Pseudohomophones Used in Experiment 1

Form related 
Target prime Pseudohomophone

beek beep braik
boast toast braiv
brag bran brane
brash trash brude
bribe tribe cheet
chafe chase chuze
champ chump crait
chant chart dreem
cheap cheat faik
cheer cheek flore
chess chest fraze
clamp clump frute
cleft cleat gerl

Form related 
Target prime Pseudohomophone

hinge binge leesh
lease cease lern
mall malt munny
mink mint munth
mule mute paist
prank crank peese
reek reel phoan
round bound reech
shark stark shure
shirt skirt smoak
shrug shrub soal
skull skill spaid
skunk stunk spaid

slab slob staik
sleet sleek stoan
smack shack sune
smoke spoke supe
snag snug teech
snout scout teeze
spoof spoon tode
stalk stale trane
steer sneer trupe
stilt still waik
swam swan werd
sworn scorn wheet
thumb thump whyte
trump tramp wreed
yearn learn wurld
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APPENDIX B

Target and Prime Words Used in Experiment

Form-related Form-related 
Target rhymes nonrhymes

barn darn warn
bash dash wash
bear pear rear
blown flown clown
boot hoot soot
carp harp warp
cease lease tease
con don ton
cove rove dove
cross dross gross
crow grow brow
dart cart wart
dew pew sew
dorm norm worm
drown frown grown
fowl howl bowl
freak creak break
hood wood mood
hose pose dose
host post lost
lard bard ward
Mint hint pint
mow tow cow
pour tour dour
rough tough cough
sand band wand
tomb womb comb
r
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